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In a typical single server and multiple client distributed multimedia system,
clients may send sporadic requests to the server for certain multimedia
documents. The requests must be served with a fast response time and with
the required quality of service guarantee. This requires the server to determine the transmission schedule of each multimedia stream while ensuring
necessary inter- and intrastream synchronizations. There are two major
drawbacks in the existing scheduling algorithms. First, it is assumed that
all channels are available at the beginning of the scheduling, but in reality,
requests arrive when others are in service; second, the cost of the scheduling
itself is usually ignored. In general a feasible scheduling algorithm should
have the following features: (1) the schedule must be generated in real time,
(2) it should have small scheduling cost, and (3) it must be capable of
handling multiple requests from multiple clients. In this paper, we propose
two dynamic scheduling algorithms whose worst time complexity is
O(n log nm+nm), where n is the total number of data units in a retrieved
multimedia document and m denotes the number of available channels. The
salient feature of the proposed algorithms is their inherent dynamic nature
which can adjust the scheduling times for each individual request according
to the slack time between consecutive requests. If the slack time between two
requests is large, the scheduler can run longer in an attempt to find a better
solution. This reduces the response time while maintaining a good quality of
presentation. Through both simulation and analysis, we evaluate our algorithms and demonstrate their applicability in a realistic environment.  1999
Academic Press.

1. INTRODUCTION
Multimedia is an emerging technology that integrates various types of data, such
as video, audio, image, graphics, and textual data, into a wide range of applications. With recent advances in computer and network technologies, a variety of
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distributed multimedia applications are becoming more feasible. In a distributed
multimedia system, users can access diverse applications, such as computer-supported
cooperative works [11], video conferencing systems [1, 5], internet surfing (for
example, the World Wide Web), and on-demand multimedia services [8] like
video-on-demand.
Multimedia data can be classified as either live data or preorchestrated and stored
data, depending on its generation time. Live data is generated in real-time (for
example, video phones and video conferencing) while preorchestrated multimedia
data refers to stored data for which the playout script has already been specified at
the time of authoring and storage. Examples are: video on-demand, information
clearing-houses, computer-based training (CBT) training, and instruction systems.
Generally, a multimedia document can be a composite of preorchestrated and stored
multimedia data.
For presenting a multimedia document, the presentation system must observe
and obey the temporal relations among various multimedia objects at the time of
playout. The coordination of real-time presentation of multimedia documents and
the maintenance of the timing-order among component media are known as temporal
synchronization. The temporal synchronization can be natural or synthetically created.
Natural relationships are ones which are implied, such as the simultaneous playback
of video and audio. Synthetic relationships are explicitly formulated.
In a distributed environment, a multimedia system may consist of multiple sources
servers orand clients connected via a network. Unlike the majority of today's pointto-point network applications, emerging multimedia applications such as LAN TV,
collaborative computing, and desktop conferencing depend on the ability to send
the information from one host to many clients. Since a multimedia document may
be a mixture of anisochronous data (for example, text and images) and isochronous
data (for example, audio, voice, video, and animation), the management and
distribution of heterogeneous data with vastly different storage, communication,
and presentation requirements thus pose tremendous engineering challenges [19].
Transportation of isochronous data requires a service supporting real-time delivery
and fine-grained synchronization. On the other hand, transportation of anisochronous data poses less stringent end-to-end delivery requirements, yet it requires
superior reliability in transmission.
Ideally, if an entire system (including a multimedia server, a network system, and
a presentation system) is able to operate in a synchronized fashion, then the presentation of a multimedia document at the client site can be done in a perfect manner.
Unfortunately, limitations exist in reality. It may be due to the cost of equipment,
exponential increment of users, limited channel bandwidth, and limited processing
power. In addition, packetscells in a real packetcell switched network (such
as IP and ATM networks) suffer statistical queuing delays introduced by the
network. Thus, the presentation system at the client site needs to perform proper
resynchronization actions to compensate for various delays and missing packets
cells. In addition, the presentation system can also suffer from many constraints
such as the low speed of the CPU, IO transfer rates, and limited buffer sizes.
Existing work has largely focused on the problem of designing disk scheduling
and admission-control algorithms that guarantee real-time continuous access to
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storage devices. Less attention has been given to integrate real-time continuous
media streams with non-real-time, sporadic traffic. Although there has been
considerable work in real-time scheduling, the application of the principles of
scheduling tasks for execution by the processor and computing the feasibility of
such a schedule has not been fully explored in the context of multimedia systems.
In a typical single server and multiple client configurations, clients may send
requests to the server for certain multimedia documents. The requests may come in
a sporadic fashion and must be served by the server immediately by determining
the transmission schedule of each multimedia stream in order to ensure that the
requested multimedia documents arrive at the client's site in time. In a sense, this
is a dynamic scheduling problem with timing constraints in a soft real-time environment. This requires determining an order of transmission with proper intra-stream
and inter-stream synchronization. Server-based scheduling has been studied previously (see [3, 9]); however, investigation was limited to a static and single client
scheduling environment [3]. To cope with a real-time environment, the multimedia
server needs to generate schedules in real-time. In addition, it must be fast and
efficient to meet the timing requirements. In this paper, we propose two dynamic
scheduling algorithms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
provide an overview of the multimedia document model used in our study. In
Section 3, we discuss the multimedia scheduling problem, and present a brief overview of existing multimedia scheduling algorithms. In Section 4, we describe the
proposed algorithms. In Section 5, we present the multimedia system simulator. In
Section 6, we provide the details of our experimental methodology, experimental
results, and analysis. We conclude this paper in Section 7 by providing some final
remarks.

2. MULTIMEDIA SYNCHRONIZATION AND
COMMUNICATION MODEL
To enforce presentation and synchronization of multimedia information, a model
specifying the timing requirements of various media are essential. A number of
conceptual models have been developed to represent such objects [6, 18, 30].
These models can be classified into five categories: graphical models [27], Petri net
based models [26], object-oriented models [20], language based models [24], and
temporal abstraction models [2]. Some models are primarily aimed at synchronization aspect of multimedia data, while the others are more concerned with the
browsing aspect of the objects. The models based on graphs and Petri nets have
the additional advantage of illustrating synchronization semantics and, hence, are
useful for visual orchestration of multimedia presentations.
The Petri net has been shown to be an effective modeling technique [7, 26, 18],
which can, in general, define specific temporal relationships among objects. In
distributed multimedia systems, Petri net based models have been used to develop
the conceptual models and browsing semantics of multimedia objects [7, 26, 18].
The basic idea in these models is to represent various components of multimedia
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objects as places and describe their inter-relations as transitions. These models have
been shown to be effective for specifying multimedia synchronization requirements.
2.1. Object Composition Petri Net (OCPN)
A Petri net based model can be used to specify object level synchronization
requirements. By taking advantage of this unique characteristic, a model known as
the object composition Petri net (OCPN) was proposed [18]. The salient feature of
this model is the ability to explicitly capture all the necessary temporal relations.
In general, an OCPN refers to a Petri net graph (an acyclic directed graph).
Each place in the OCPN represents the playout of a multimedia object while each
transition represents a synchronization point.
The attributes of each object such as type and size are assumed to be stored
within the object itself. Since an OCPN represents temporal relationships among
objects, it is easy to determine playout deadlines for all objects by analyzing their
precedence-relations and playout durations.
2.2. Extended Object Composition Petri Net
The OCPN model guarantees synchronization at object level, not between small
data-units such as a frame. In the absence of proper synchronization between small
data-units, objects can suffer from ``out-of-synch'' problem which can become quite
visible. In a distributed environment, multimedia objects are usually too coarse to
be used as data units for communication and synchronization. To control the transmission and playout of objects, it is necessary to define some finer-grained data
units. Such data units can be obtained by dividing each object into a sequence of
finer-grained subobjects of a shorter presentation duration [30]. Such a data unit
is called the object synchronization interval unit (SIU). The transmission of an
object implies the transmission of a stream of SIUs.
For the purpose of inter-stream synchronization, temporally related objects may
be divided into SIUs of equal duration [29]. Each SIU is marked with the synchronization interval number to which it belongs in the form of a header information.
These sequence numbers are used at the client site to determine the level of
asynchrony between multiple streams and to resynchronize them if needed.
The object type dictates the size and the playout duration of a SIU. For instance,
a video object may be divided into multiple SIUs, with each SIU holding information for a complete video frame. Using this choice for the size of a SIU, a video clip
can be divided into a sequence of SIUs with a duration of 130 of a second each
(Fig. 1 shows an example OCPN and the equivalent XOCPN). Although the duration of a SIU for each of the two streams is the same, the size of the SIU (in bytes)
is different for the two streams. Each SIU inherits the media type and the quality
of service (QoS) requirement of its objects. The QoS requirements may include
bandwidth, end-to-end delay, and jitters for the object. From the networking
parameters a bound on end-to-end transit delay that includes both propagation and
quering time can be derived for each SIU. Accordingly, playout deadlines for
individual SIUs can also be derived from the object deadlines. Let us assume:
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FIG. 1.

An example OCPN and its equivalent XOCPN.
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is the deadline of j th SIU of object O i

then, the playout deadline is
d ij =D i +( j&1) 2 i .
Mathematically, a formal specification of XOCPN can be found in [30]. The
XOCPN is divided into two categories: the transmitter and the receiver model. At
the time of retrieval of a multimedia document, both models need to be generated.
The transmitter-XOCPN is used by the multimedia server. According to the transmitter-XOCPN model, the server determines when it should schedule a SIU for
transmission. On the other hand, the receiver-XOCPN model is used by the presentation system to synchronize objects while playing. This XOCPN is generated
simultaneously with the transmitter-XOCPN when the multimedia document is
accessed by the user.
The XOCPN incorporates two new synchronization points, inter-object synchronization points (ISPs) and inter-stream pacing points (IPPs). Inter-object synchronization points correspond to transition points in the OCPN which in turn correspond to
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the transition between two different component objects and impose strict timing
constraints among the IPPs according to the Petri net firing rule. Inter-stream
pacing points provide the capability for much finer grained synchronization. At
each IPP, some information is collected regarding the current state of synchrony
among related streams. This information can be derived from the currently playing
SIU numbers of each stream. The collected information is then compared among
the streams for skew. When some asynchrony (or skew between slow and fast
streams) becomes greater than a given threshold value during the playout of the
streams, the slower stream can be pulled up by skipping the playout of some intermediate SIUs to align it with the other streams.

3. SCHEDULING
The problem of scheduling the transmission of multimedia data in a channeldeficient system can be formulated as a deterministic, non-preemptive parallel
machine scheduling problem. It has been identified as a nondeterministic problem,
equivalent to the knapsack NP-hard problem [4]. To simplify the problem, we
assume the network system performs uni-casting. We also assume the network
adopts static resource reservation and provides multiple virtual channels for each
client with guaranteed QoS, specifically bandwidth and delay. Based on the
XOCPN model, synchronization can be achieved if all multimedia objects in the
document are delivered prior to their playout deadlines specified by the specification model.
To ensure the availability of each SIU at the destination before the playout
deadline in the presence of random network delays, the SIUs need to be scheduled
ahead of their respective deadlines by a factor greater than the maximum expected
delay. This prescheduling time is referred to as the control time. Since the delays are
random, some SIUs may arrive earlier than their deadlines and need to be buffered.
The amount of buffering required depends on the control time and the presentation
rate required, which in turn is dependent on the network delay distributions. In
case of multiple streams, inter-stream synchronization along with intra-stream is
also required. The receiver can then buffer the incoming objects until their playout
deadlines occur.
The problem of scheduling multimedia documents can be formulated as a deterministic, but on-line, non-preemptive, uniform parallel-processor scheduling problem,
where SIUs act like jobs and available channels act like processors. In short, the
scheduling of n SIUs on m channels is equivalent to assigning n tasks to m uniform
parallel processors.
3.1. Basic Principles of Scheduling
We first define a correctness criterion for the execution of a multimedia transaction and then identify the respective feasible schedules. As with conventional transactions, the semantics of a multimedia transaction determine the correctness of its
execution. Unlike conventional transactions, however, the time constraints defined
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within multimedia transactions are of prime importance; therefore, we introduce the
following semantic correctness criterion.
Definition 3.1 (Semantic correctness criterion). The execution of a multimedia
transaction T is correct if the time constraints specified on the transactions in T are
preserved.
This semantic correctness criterion is theoretically applicable to the executions of
multimedia transactions. However, in a practical, delay-prone system, this criterion
cannot be applied directly by the scheduler to enforce the execution of multimedia
transactions. Given the pervasive nature of the delay, a strict application of this rule
would result in the aborting of a vast majority of multimedia transactions. A more
realistic scheduling criterion is therefore needed.
Definition 3.2 (Synchronous schedules). A schedule S of a multimedia transaction is synchronous if all intra-and inter-synchronization points defined among
the transactions of the multimedia transaction are preserved.
Thus, synchronous schedules guarantee that no temporal deviation will occur
within the presentation at synchronization points by preserving all the synchronization constraints defined in the transaction.
A synchronous schedule, however, can cause large delay between the delivery
operations of different transactions during some intervals. Thus, synchronous
schedules should not be considered to be completely correct. We introduce the concept of acceptable schedules by incorporating the effect of delays into the definition
of synchronous schedules.
Definition 3.3 (Acceptable schedules). A schedule S is acceptable if and only
if S is synchronous and all delays occurring between synchronization points are
within the permissible range.
When a user requests the retrieval of multimedia documents, the multimedia
server retrieves the structure of the document and requests the network to transfer
the multimedia objects constituting the document. The deadline of each SIU can
only be met when the network provides a set of channels with adequate bandwidth
and a bounded delay. SIUs with the same playout deadline may have different endto-end delays when separate channels are available for them. Consequently, deriving
the transmitter-XOCPN should take network delay into account. Also, these SIUs
may not be transmitted concurrently because of the limited number of channels.
The duration of channel occupation of SIU i , which is represented as the tuple
[ ; i , d i ], can be calculated as follows. Suppose
s i is the size of SIU i
di

is the playout deadline of SIU i determined by the temporal specification

c k is the k th channel's effective bandwidth
$k

is the bound on end-to-end transit delay associated with channel k

;i

is the required transmission start time of SIU i with respect to d i

T

k
i

is the transmission time of SIU i over channel k, T ik =s i c k .
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To meet its playout deadline at the client site, the server should transmit SIU i no
later than (d i &T ik &$ k ) which means we can set ; i =d i &T ik &$ k . At the server
side, SIU i occupies the outgoing channel for [ ; i , ; i +T ik ) time units. By calculating
the channel occupancy time for all SIUs belonging to the same object, we can find
the channel occupancy duration of each object.
If the network is unable to provide a set of channels with proper QoS parameters
required, retrieval of the requested multimedia document cannot be accomplished
in a synchronous manner, and the client's request may be denied. Alternatively,
some amount of multimedia data can be pretransmitted to the client site and can
be played out later. This scheme incurs some initial delay in order to buffer objects
at the client site prior to their synchronous playout. The initial delay should be long
enough to provide inter-stream and intra-stream synchronization after the client
starts the presentation.
We are given a set of n SIUs S=[SIU 1 , SIU 2 , ..., SIU n ], and a set of m channels
C=[C 1 , C 2 , ..., C m ]. Suppose SIU i is scheduled for transmission on channel C k at
time : i according to some scheduling policy. In other words, : i is the actual transmission time of SIU i . Then the arrival time, A i , of SIU i at the client site becomes
A i =: j +

si
+$ k .
ck

The tardiness of SIU i with respect to its playout deadline can be defined as
T i =max[0, A i &d i ].
If T i >0, SIU i misses its playout deadline which results in intra-stream as well as
inter-stream asynchrony. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.
To ensure synchronization and to avoid missing playout deadlines of SIUs, we
may need to delay the start of the presentation until the tardy SIUs become
available at the client site. Conceptually, we can delay the start by its maximum
tardiness as T max =max 1in [T i ].

FIG. 2.

Effect of SIUs arriving time.
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However, sometimes the user may prefer a faster response over a little degradation in the quality of the presentation. This leads to a trade-off between speed and
quality.
If we define the induced playout deadlines to be (d i +T max ), where 1in, then
the induced playout deadlines are the earliest playout deadlines that can be met
while achieving a synchronous presentation according to a given schedule.
Compared to the original playout deadlines d i , T max in the induced playout
deadlines is the initial delay in the presentation process.
3.2. Related Work
Scheduling in a distributed multimedia system is somewhat equivalent to dynamic
scheduling with timing constraints in a soft real-time environment. Dynamic scheduling calls for tasks to be scheduled as they arrive. Soft real-time scheduling involves
tasks which have deadlines that are not absolute but can only be missed a certain
percentage of the time. There is one difference between scheduling in a traditional
soft real-time environment and multimedia systems. In the latter, we can characterize the tolerance to missed deadlines and other errors. For example, in most
presentations if an image is displayed 0.5 s late there is no noticeable change in the
presentation, as long as it is eventually displayed. In a video presentation if 10
frames are displayed 0.5 s late, their relationship to other frames would make the
presentation nonsensical. Clearly, the tolerance to miss the playout deadlines
depends on the media and the presentation.
Multimedia scheduling and some of the similar and related scheduling works are
known to be NP-hard problems, and, therefore, heuristic methods are widely selected
as possible solutions. Various approaches include artificial intelligent and dynamic
programming [17, 28]. Some of these incorporate the feedback approach [14] and
some use the priority or weighting approach [13]. In the feedback approach, the
scheduling algorithm performs differently according to the feedback from the user.
Earliest deadline first (EDF) is an algorithm which is believed to be suitable for
scheduling continuous media [17, 32]. EDF is an optimal, dynamic algorithm
[25]. Five efficient heuristic algorithms have been proposed in [3] to obtain
approximate solutions to the scheduling problem. All algorithms try to preschedule
the transmission of multimedia objects so that they arrive at the destination before
their play-out deadlines. The objects are scheduled one by one over the earliest
available channels. The main problem is that these algorithms are evaluated in a
static fashion and single client environments, and thus, their behavior in a dynamic
environment is unknown.
A modified earliest deadline first (MEDF) algorithm has been proposed [17]. In
this algorithm, a first-come first-serve (FCFS) algorithm is used for non-real-time
traffic and virtual deadline-first algorithm is used for real-time traffic. A EDF algorithm is finally applied to the real-time scheduled data elements if they miss their
virtual deadlines. The real time data are assigned to have the highest priority to be
transmitted, but this is not the case for the non-real-time streams. As a result,
synchronization may not be achieved between isochronous and anisochronous
streams whenever it is needed.
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Rate-monotonic (RM) is the other algorithm which is believed to be suitable for
scheduling continuous media [32]. Yau and Lam [32] proposed the use of adaptive
rate-controlled (ARC) schedulers with negotiable reserved rates and conditional
QoS guarantees. It allows applications to specify a reserved rate (between 0 and 1)
and a time interval known as a period (in microseconds). The ARC scheduling is
based upon a uniform class of dynamically computed priority values, one for each
process. The rate-monotonic scheduling considers only periodic tasks. However, the
sporadic server-scheduling algorithm handles aperiodic tasks as well as periodic
tasks [17].
Yau and Lam [32] also proposed a firewall property in their rate-controlled
algorithm (RC). The algorithm is conceptually similar to the virtual clock (VC)
approach [28, 33]. Each process makes progress at its reserved rate, independent
of the behavior of other processes. It is achieved by a form of rate control
mechanism. A preemptive fixed rate-monotonic priority algorithm is used to
schedule isochronous tasks which are the most time-sensitive tasks [22]. The algorithm allows better control of jitter at a finer granularity. Huang and Du [15]
showed that the rate-monotonic approach can also solve the multidimensional binpacking problem.

4. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHMS FOR SCHEDULING
One of the drawbacks of the existing algorithms is that they assume a static
status of the system at each scheduling phase. In other words, all channels are
always available at the beginning of each scheduling phase. In a real situation, the
status of channels may change at any time and some of the channels may be only
available after a certain time. The second problem is that these algorithms do not
consider the cost of scheduling, that is, the running time of the scheduling algorithm itself. To cope with a real-time environment, the multimedia server needs to
generate schedules in real-time as clients access multimedia documents. It must be
fast and efficient to meet the timing requirements. As a solution, we propose two
server-based scheduling algorithms.
In this section, we first describe two previously proposed static scheduling algorithms called the forward scheduling (FS) algorithm and the backward scheduling
(BS) algorithm [29]. We next propose some variations in these algorithms such
that they can be used in a dynamic environment. Finally we propose two new
dynamic algorithms. The first algorithm, called a self-stabilizing scheduling (SSS)
algorithm, schedules multimedia document units to the channels using a slow
heuristic algorithm. If the algorithm receives a second request while it is serving the
first request, it schedules the rest of the units, beginning with the first request using
a fast brute-force algorithm. The second is an overlapped algorithm, namely the
overlapped forward scheduling (OFS) algorithm, which uses a pipelining approach to
schedule all multimedia units on-the-fly whenever a new request has arrived. For
comparison, we also present a simple approach called the round-robin scheduling
(RRS) algorithm. This algorithm has a low complexity and, thus, can serve as a
benchmark to assess the effectiveness of more sophisticated algorithms.
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Each algorithm consists of two steps: sorting the SIUs in the order of their
playout deadlines and assigning the ordered SIUs to the channels. We will discuss
these algorithms in detail in the following sections. First we define some additional
notations.
Let L j be the schedule on channel j, ? ij be the channel duration if SIU i is
scheduled to be transmitted over channel j, and let Tx ij be the transmission start
time of SIU i over channel j.
4.1. The Forward Scheduling Algorithm
The FS algorithm [30] uses the earliest due date (EDD) rule by sorting SIUs in
a nondecreasing order of their playout deadlines. If two SIUs have the same
playout deadline, the longest processing time (LPT) rule is applied; that is, a SIU
with a larger size precedes the one with a smaller size. The FS algorithm constructs
a schedule forward in time, starting with the SIUs needed at the beginning of the
presentation and attempts to schedule each SIU on the channel that allows transmitting it the earliest.
FS Algorithm.
1. Sort SIUs in S using EDD rule with LPT rule for the tie breaking
2. Initialize L j =[ ] and : j =channel j 's earliest available time
3. Starting from the head of the list, schedule each SIU in S on
the channel that minimizes its arrival time at the client location, specifically.
L j =L j U[SIU i ] if j=min[: k +s i c k +$ k ] for 1km
Set Tx ij =: j and ? ij =s i c j
The arrival time of SIU i is then A i =: j +s i c j +$ i
Update : j to : j =: j +s i c j
4. T max is then max[0, A i &d i ] for 1in.

4.2. The Backward Scheduling Algorithm
The backward scheduling (BS) algorithm [30] uses the EDD rule by sorting SIUs
in a nondecreasing order of their playout deadlines; however, it uses the shortest
processing time (SPT) rule to sort SIUs with the same playout deadline. In the SPT
rule, the SIU with a smaller size precedes the one with a larger size. The BS algorithm tries to schedule a SIU with the largest playout deadline among unscheduled
SIUs on the channel that gives transmission start time of a SIU closest to its playout
deadline.
BS Algorithm.
1. Sort SIUs in S using EDD rule with SPT rule for the tie breaking
2. Initialize L j =[ ] and
: j =max[d 1 , d 2 , ..., d n ]+channel j 's earliest available time
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3. Starting from the end of the list, schedule each SIU in S on
the channel that minimizes its start time, that is,
L j =[SIU i ] U L j if j=max[min[d i , : k ]&s i c k &$ k ] for 1km
A i =min[d i , : j ]
Set ? ij =s i c j
Set Tx ij =A i &? ij &$ i
Update : j to : j =A i &s i c j
4. T max is then max[min[: 1 , : 2 , ..., : m ]+A i &d i ]
5. For all SIUs in the m schedule L j 's,
update the transmission start time as Tx ij =Tx ij +T max
4.3. The Round-Robin Scheduling Algorithm
The round-robin scheduling (RRS) algorithm uses a simple heuristic approach. It
schedules the multimedia objects to channels one by one in a round-robin fashion.
That is, if the current selected channel is j, the next coming SIU will be assigned
to channel number j+1.
RRS Algorithm.
1. Sort SIUs in S using EDD rule
2. Initialize L j =[ ] and : j =channel j 's earliest available time
3. Point to the first channel j
4. Starting from the head of list, schedule the head SIU in the list
to the pointing channel
L j =L j U [SIU i ]
Update : j to : j =: j +(s i c j )
5. Advance the channel pointer to the j+1 channel
6. Repeat last two steps until the end of the list
Both the FS and BS algorithms described above are greedy algorithms and satisfy
the necessary condition for optimality. For both the algorithms, the complexity for
sorting n SIUs is O(n log n) and the complexity for scheduling SIUs on m channels
is O(nm). Thus, both algorithms have the same time complexity of O(n log n+nm).
On the other hand, the RRS algorithm is only a simple scheduling algorithm. The
complexity for scheduling SIUs is O(n log n+n).
4.4. The Self-Stabilizing Scheduling Algorithm
Techniques for scheduling OCPN onto the channels of a multiusers architecture
needs to be able to trade-off three factors: scheduling and synchronization costs;
deadline missing rate; and response time. The current scheduling techniques typically consider only one or two of these three factors at a time.
The self-stabilizing scheduling (SSS) algorithm exploits the advantages of both
the FS and RRS algorithms. The SSS algorithm handles multiple requests and is
thus self-stabilizing. This means that if the scheduler needs to serve one request and
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there is no new request, it will try to find an optimal solution. The larger the interarrival time of the request, the more time the scheduling algorithm gains. However,
if the next request arrives while the scheduler is trying to find an optimal solution
for the previous request, it will change its strategy and retreat to the RRS approach;
therefore, this is an on-line optimization technique. The algorithm is summarized in
the following procedures:
SSS Algorithm.
1. Sort SIUs in S using EDD rule
2. Initialize all channel's earliest available time
3. Start scheduling using FS
4. If a new request come, the scheduler is triggered by the event
5. Stop scheduling immediately
6. Start scheduling the rest of non-scheduled SIUs using RRS
7. Serve the next request from starting from Step 1.
4.5. The Overlapped Forward Algorithm
The FS algorithm produces an optimal solution in a timely manner. One of its
major drawbacks is its large response time under a real-time environment. We
propose a new method called the overlapped forward scheduling (OFS) algorithm,
which retains the qualities of the FS algorithm but decreases the response time. This
is achieved by merging multiple requests. Specifically, if a new request arrives while
the scheduler is serving the first request, the SIUs of the new request are merged
with the remaining SIUs of the first request. The scheduler, therefore, maintains a
pool of SIUs which could be a combination of previous and new requests, and it
continues to schedule SIUs as long as the pool is not empty.
OFS Algorithm.
1. Sort SIUs in S using EDD rule with the LPT rule for the tie breaking
2. Initialize L j and : j =channel j 's earliest available time for all j
3. Starting from the head of the list, schedule each SIU in S on the channel that
minimizes its arrival time at the client location. In other words,
L j =L j U [SIU i ] if j=min[: k +s i c k +$ k ] for 1km
Set Tx ij =: j and ? ij =(s i c j )
The arrival time of SIU i is then A i =: j +s i c j +$ j
Update : j to : j =: j +s i c j
4. If new request arrives before the last request is finished, the scheduler is
triggered
5. Read the corresponding OCPN files
6. Merge the rest (non-scheduled SIUs) with the new coming SIUs
7. Go to the first step and continue the scheduling until finished
8. T max is then max[0, A i &d i ] for 1in.
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5. THE SIMULATOR
We have developed a simulator for a single server multiple clients distributed
multimedia system. The simulator captures many fine details of a multimedia system,
including all of the scheduling algorithms described above, and can simulate a
network with various characteristics and functionalities such as allocation of
resources for optimum utilization, transportation of each multimedia stream within
the specified QoS parameters, and simple inter-switch signalling for low connection
setup latency. The communication channels between a client and the server are set
up through a number of virtual circuits.
We assume that the network adopts static resource reservation and provides
multiple channels with guaranteed QoS, specifically bandwidth and bound on the
delay. An example of such a guaranteed network is an ATM-based network which
can support multiple virtual channels with various QoS.
Presentation of preorchestrated or live multimedia information requires synchronous
play-out of time-dependent multimedia data, according to some specified quality
and temporal relations (which are assumed to have been captured at the time of
creation of the multimedia information [12, 18]). The precreated multimedia document structures are based upon XOCPN. Anisochronous data (for example, text
and images) need to be available to the play-out devices at the destination prior to

FIG. 3.

Scheduler simulation model.
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their play-out deadlines. In contrast, isochronous objects (for example, video and
audio) can be decomposed into smaller presentation units (SIUs) which are
meaningful only to the play-out device. Therefore, anisochronous data occupy
exactly one SIU while isochronous data occupy one or more SIUs depending on
the play-out duration of that object. Figure 3 illustrates the overall simulator
architecture.
Each client gets its own set of virtual channels for transmission. The multimedia
scheduler serves one or more clients at a time. Each client makes requests to the
server for a number of multimedia documents. The request rate is assumed to be
less than the service rate.
The simulator is a discrete-event simulator and consists of three major parts:
requesters, scheduler, and virtual channels. The requesters simulate the client activities
such as generating requests and receiving multimedia objects. The scheduler simulates
the multimedia server which accepts and processes in-coming requests, prepares
multimedia objects, and schedules the objects to the available channels. The channels
simulate the physical transmission media which transmits packets in the network.
The system inter-arrival time of requests is exponentially distributed. The simulator
uses a variety of seeds extracted from [10]. The simulator is designed to run long
enough to give stable results and to eliminate the transient impact.
6. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In our experiments we used multimedia documents that include video-clips,
audio-clips, and images.
6.1. Workload Generation
Multimedia documents are based on the Petri net model, and are constructed in
the following manner. First, we generate an OCPN model randomly, and then we
transform it to the transmitter-XOCPN model. The XOCPN includes connectionsetup and connection-release operations. The duration of each multimedia document
(OCPN) is the total playout duration among the longest path in the model. Each
object is associated with a playout deadline. When an object has reached the
requester later than its specified deadline, it is counted as a miss.
For each thread in the XOCPN, the connection-setup place is added as an output
place of the initial transition t init to establish the connection between the transmitter
(the server) and the receiver (the client) sites. Subsequently, the SIU-transmit places
are added according to the sequence of SIUs within a channel. The complete duration of each SIU-transmit place is specified by d 1 +d 2 , where d 1 represents an
artificial delay that is introduced in order to account for the time gap between two
successive SIUs in transmission and d 2 represents the transmission delay for the
SIU-transmit place because a SIU occupies (only for a specific amount of time) the
output port of the transmission system.
Without loss of generality, we assume that audio and video have the same
playout duration of 130 of a second. The actual number of objects in each interval
is randomly generated from a uniform distribution ranging from one to a specific
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upper bound, which is defined in terms of the maximum number of concurrent
objects. For selecting different types of objects, we perform multiple experiments
with the associated distribution of media types. The distribution of media types is
described by the tuple (P v , P a , P i , P t ), where P v , P a , P i , and P t indicate the
probabilities for video, audio, image, and textual data, respectively. We have chosen
three different sets of probabilities as shown in Table 1.
The sizes of SIUs for each object are generated as discrete values based on
object-related distributions. We assume that video and image objects are stored in
a compressed form. Consequently, the sizes of SIUs for these types of objects are
generated from a uniform distribution ranging from 35 kbits to 285 kbits. An audio
object is assumed to be stored without any postprocessing. Hence, a fixed size of
2184 bits per SIU, which is approximately equivalent to 64 kbs, is used. For
textual data, the objects are generated from a uniform distribution ranging from
7 kbits to 15 kbits. Figure 4 shows an example of an OCPN generated in our
simulation.
We also investigate video-intensive multimedia documents for video-on-demand
services, where a customer looks through a remote database of video films. This
usually involves a ``set-top box'' which interacts with the customers remote control
and decodes the MPEG (motion picture engineering group) coded video signal at
1.5 (T1) or 2 Mbits (E1). For this purpose, we use proportions of video, audio,
and text objects given in Table 2, which according to [8] are the most appropriate
combinations for such applications.
6.2. Comparison Methodology
Comparison among the algorithms is a ``cyclic problem'' since we cannot compare the performance of each algorithm with respect to others without knowing
their relative performance. The load of the scheduler cannot be more than unity,
implying that the request rate can never exceed the service rate. In other words,
\1,

+*,

*
=\,
+

where \ is the load, + is the service rate, and * is the request arrival rate
Obviously, without fixing the values of any two variables, it is not possible to
measure the third one for comparison. Therefore, we first fix the request rate to be
an input parameter. The next step is to decide whether we should fix the load or
TABLE 1
Distribution of Multimedia Objects
Set number"Probabilities

P&

Pa

Pi

Pt

Set 1
Set 2
Set 3

0.25
0.4
0.1

0.25
0.4
0.1

0.25
0.1
0.4

0.25
0.1
0.4
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FIG. 4.

An example of a randomly generated OCPN model.

the service rate. If we fix the load, the performance comparison of the algorithms
is not meaningful since their scheduling times are different.
To handle this problem, we first measure the average scheduling times of each
algorithm using a fixed sequence of requests; that is, we execute each scheduling
algorithm without the simulator for all of our test data and measure the actual
execution times of all algorithms. Table 3 summarizes the results in terms of the
scheduling time per SIU.
In comparing the performance of these algorithms in terms of their scheduling
times, the RRS algorithm is the fastest and the BS algorithm is the slowest. The FS
algorithm is two times slower than the RRS algorithm. The performance of the SSS
algorithm lies in between that of the FS and RRS algorithms. Note that, in our
experiments, we did not use the average benchmark value of the processing time of
SSS. Since SSS is a combination of FS and the RRS, we use the combination of
their values, respectively. If p is the number of the SIUs being scheduled by the
RRS, then the time for scheduling n SIUs using SSS is given by
(n& p)_+ FA + p_+ RR .
These timings were then used in the simulator to simulate the scheduling times
of the algorithms. Thus, in a sense, our simulation is a trace-driven simulation. We
measured the performance of the scheduling algorithms with more than 2200
samples. The first set of the experiments is for mixed media services, such as computer based training (CBT) with different combinations of objects from of all
streams. The second set of the experiments is for a typical video on demand service,
with only video and audio objects. The third set of experiments is for a typical slide
presentation with objects from the text and image streams.
TABLE 2
Distribution of Video-on-Demand Multimedia Objects
Set number"Probabilities

P&

Pa

Pi

Pt

Set 4

0.72

0.18

0.0

0.1
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TABLE 3
Scheduling Algorithms Benchmarks (Second per SIU)
Algorithm"Machine

Ultra Sparc 1170

Sun Sparc 5

Sun Sparc IPC

FS
BS
RRS
SSS
OFS

0.000016
0.000021
0.000008
0.000012
0.000016

0.000046
0.000062
0.000025
0.000037
0.000046

0.000166
0.000226
0.000086
0.000129
0.000166

6.3. Documents with Mixed Media
For the first set of simulations, we used multimedia documents that consist of
two or four intervals, each with a duration of two to six time units. In each interval,
the maximum number of concurrent objects was restricted to two or four. We also
chose three sets of distributions for media types (see Table 4).
To set up a simple environment for comparison, we investigate the effects of using
different numbers of virtual circuits. The sum of the virtual circuits' bandwidths is fixed.
We select 640 Kbps as the total bandwidth per client in our studies because it
allows a clear observation of results. For the transit delay of each channel, we selected
a uniform distributions with a range from 0 to 0.05 time units. For this set of experiments, a total of 240 multimedia document instances were generated by varying
the structure of the multimedia documents. The video clips are assumed to be
MPEG encoded streams. Table 4 summarizes the design of the first set of simulation experiments.
Figures 5 to 7 depict the results of the mixed media using different algorithms.
For the results shown in Fig. 5, we varied the request inter-arrival rate while keeping the shifting time fixed as 14 time units. As indicated by these results, the FS,
BS, and the OFS algorithms yield better solutions in terms of handling the deadline
missing rate. In terms of response time, OFS outperforms both FS and BS. On the
TABLE 4
Experimental Design for Simulation
Values used
Number of intervals
Duration of intervals
Maximum number of concurrent objects
Distribution of media types
(P & , P a , P i , P t )
Distribution of the transit delay
Number of combinations
Problem instancescombination
Total number of instances
Number of channels
Number of clients

2, 4
2, 6
2, 4
(0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25)
(0.4, 0.4, 0.1, 0.1)
(0.1, 0.1, 0.4, 0.4)
U[0, 0.5]
NA
NA
NA
10, 8, 5, 2, 1
5

No. of varies
2
2
2
3

1
24
10
240
5
1
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Comparison of algorithms (mixed media).

other hand, SSS performs even better than OFS in terms of response time, since it
exploits the advantages of both FS and RRS. As the inter-arrival time of requests
increases, the deadline missing rate for all algorithms decreases gradually.
The response time (see Fig. 5b) of all algorithms, except OFS, decreases as the
request inter-arrival time increases. This is because when a new request is received
before the last one is finished, OFS merges the requests together. In other words,
the new request does not suffer from the queuing delay. The more frequent the
requests come, the faster the average response time. The queuing delay, therefore,
is a factor which affects the response time, that is, the response time is high if the
queuing time is high. Since there is less overall merging in the case of longer request
inter-arrival time, there is more queuing delay and, as a result, the average response
times increases slightly.
The BS algorithm is the most complex algorithm, and thus creates a higher load
for the scheduler (see Fig. 5c). In contrast, RRS creates the least amount of load.
The load of SSS lies in between the load of FS and RRS. In general, the load of
the scheduler is dependent only on the request arrival rate. The load of the scheduler
using OFS is higher than that of FS because of the merging of the requests.
By varying the shifting time (that is, the initial delay), different algorithms
perform differently as shown in Fig. 6. It is obvious that the fixed arrival rate gives
a direct proportional relationship between response time and shifting time in our
test bed environment. The most interesting aspect of these experiments is the
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FIG. 6.

Deadline missing probability and response time vs shifting time.

deadline missing rate distribution. Clearly, the deadline missing rate decreases as
the shifting time increases. The BS algorithm performs the worst with a small shifting time. This is mainly due to the high processing overhead imposed by BS (more
SIUs cannot meet their deadlines on time after the start of the presentation).
However, BS performs better after a certain critical point. The best performance is
still obtained by OFS.
Figure 7 shows the combined impact of different numbers of channels and request
inter-arrival times used by each client. As mentioned previously, each client is
connected to the multimedia server with a fixed total bandwidth. When the total
number of channels increases, the deadline missing rate decreases. This is mainly
because with more channels more SIUs can be delivered concurrently on time
without the need to wait in a queue. Another observation is that the difference in
the deadline missing rate of various algorithms becomes less when there are more
channels available. As the number of channels increases, the corresponding bandwidth of each channel decreases, and, consequently, the transmission time of SIUs
becomes longer. In general, each algorithm does not perform better or worse in
terms of deadline missing rate starting after a certain number of channels (e.g., five).
6.4. Video-on-Demand
In the second set of experiments, we concentrate on video-on-demand type of
services. We changed the probability distribution of media types as shown in
Table 5. The proportion of media types is based on VOD service.
Considering the impact of the arrival rate (see Fig. 8), we find that SSS still
performs very well for the video-on-demand multimedia service.
From Fig. 8b we can observe that most scheduling algorithms cannot support the
video-intensive multimedia system. The load at the scheduler can become greater
than one, which can eventually lead to an infinitely long queue.
The reason is that video-intensive multimedia documents contain more SIUs, as
well as a large size of each SIU. The scheduler needs more time in each scheduling
phase. The SIUs need to wait in queues for longer periods of time.
The relative performance of all algorithms in terms of the deadline missing rate
are shown in Fig. 9. We can observe the increase in the deadline missing rate with
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FIG. 7.

The deadline missing vs arrival rate for each algorithm.

TABLE 5
Parameters for VOD Experiments

Duration of intervals
Distribution of media types
(P & , P a , P i , P t )

Values used

No. of varies

[900, 1800], [2700, 3600]
(0.72, 0.18, 0, 0.1)

2
1
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FIG. 8.

Deadline missing probability and response time at a very high request rate (VOD).

the increase in the request inter-arrival time generated by OFS. This is in contrast
to the previous cases because each SIU occupies a channel for a longer period of
time during the transmission. In other words, T ik is large. The probability of concurrent transmission among the user increases when the inter-arrival time decreases.
Therefore, we can obtain a reduction in the deadline missing rate through efficient
pipelining effects. However, the deadline missing rate does not drop rapidly using
FS, BS, RRS, and SSS.
Figure 9 also shows the effects of the number of channels in a VOD system. The
overall observation is that the performance improves as the number of channels
increases, which is similar to the previous set of experiments. With more channels,
chances of transmission of SIU increase without blocking others SIUs. For these
experiments, RRS generates a stable deadline missing rate rather than the poor
performance in the last experiment. This is again due to the fact that the videointensive multimedia documents contain large sizes of SIUs. Video stream and
audio stream are both periodic and, hence, the variation in size is small. On the
other hand, the ``get-and-pack'' strategy in a round robin fashion generates
reasonable results.
6.5. Multimedia without Video
In the third set of experiments video objects were omitted. The main objective of
these experiments is to study how the performance varies among the five different
algorithms for a slide-like presentation over the network. In this set of experiments
the distribution of media types was redesigned as shown in Table 6.
In contrast to the video-on-demand documents, a slide-like presentation document contains a relatively small set of SIUs and the size of each SIU is small. From
the overall performance observed, all the algorithms perform well.
6.6. Algorithm Analysis
In this section we analyze the FS, OFS, and SSS algorithms statistically using
both mathematical and experimental techniques. We start by examining the deadline missing rates of these algorithms which were obtained experimentally by
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FIG. 9.

The deadline missing (VOD) vs arrival rate.

TABLE 6
Parameters for Slide-like Presentation Experiments

Duration of media types
(P & , P a , P i , P t )

Values used

No. of varies

(0, 0.33, 0.33, 0.34)

1
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adjusting the arrival time of the next request. The arrival time, x, of the second
request can be late, early, or at the end of the first request's scheduling as shown
in Fig. 11. The length of each block represents the required scheduling time. In this
experiment, we designed a new series of samples. Each sample contains two multimedia documents with (P v , P a , P i , P t )=(0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25) as the probability
distribution of the media objects. Figure 12 shows the obtained results. The deadline missing rate of FS remains constant for all of the arrival times. The SSS algorithm performs with an increase in the arrival time while the deadline missing rate
of OFS drops at the start and grows at the end.
The constant rate generated from the FS algorithm is mainly due to the nonpreemptive feature of the scheduler. No matter when the second request arrives, the
scheduler can only be available to handle the second request at the end of the first
scheduling phase. This leads to a constant assignment of the SIUs into the channels
with no change in the performance. When the second request arrives before the
scheduler finishes the first one, more SIUs from the first request would be scheduled
using RRS if SSS is employed. This causes an increase in the deadline missing rate
when the second request arrives much earlier. In the case of OFS, the requests are
merged once the second request has arrived. Before the merging of the requests,
some of the SIUs from the first request may not be scheduled in advance since their
deadlines occur later. The OFS algorithm has the advantage of delaying the SIUs
while trying to minimize the deadline missing rate. The delayed time slots are

FIG. 10.

Results for multimedia documents without video.
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Relationship between two requests.

available for the SIUs from the second request. Consequently, this technique minimizes the overall deadline missing rate. When all possible time slots are fully
utilized, joined requests will result in a higher deadline missing rate because neither
the first request nor the second request can be satisfied (see Fig. 12).
We now elaborate on the total scheduling time of using the FS, SSS, and OFS
algorithms. We again consider the case of scheduling two requests with different
arrival times relative to the first request. Suppose we have n SIUs in the first
requested multimedia document and m SIUs in the second request. Let + FA and + RR
be the average scheduling times of one SIU using FS and RRS, respectively. The
total processing time of the first request using FS is
+ FA _n.

(1)

The total processing time of the first request using SSS is
+ FA _(n& p)++ RR _p.

(2)

Similarly, the total scheduling time of the first request using OFS is
+ FA _(n& p),

(3)

where p is the number of SIUs which are yet to be scheduled.
The scheduling time of OFS and FS are the same because the objective of the
former is to take the advantages of merging requests using the latter. The scheduler
still needs the same amount of time to decide which SIU should go to which
channel. However, the scheduler does not gain any advantage over its processing
speed. The relationship between + FA and + RR should be held as
+ FA >+ RR .
In other words, + RR + FA <1.

(4)
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FIG. 12.

Deadline missing rate in static mode.

Dividing Eq. (2) by Eq. (1), we get
+ FA _(n& p)++ RR _p (n& p)
+ RR
p
_
=
+
+ FA _n
n
+ FA
n

\ +

\

+ RR
p
_
+ FA
n

\

+ RR
_( 0 of unscheduled SIUs),
+ FA

=1& 1&

=1& 1&

+
+

where (1&+ RR + FA )>0.
TABLE 7
Total Scheduling Time
Algorithm

Total scheduling time

FS
SSS
OFS

(+ FA_n)+(+ FA_m)
( + FA_(n&p)++ RR_p)+(+ FA_m)
+FA_(n&p)++ FA_(m+p)

(5)
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An illustration of merging of requests by the OFS algorithm.

In other words, SSS runs faster than both FS and OFS in the first round by
(1&+ RR + FA )_(0 of unscheduled SIUs) percentage of a time unit. In the second
round of the scheduling, all three algorithms perform identically. The total scheduling time for the second request using either FS or SSS is
+ FA _m.

(6)

The total scheduling time for the second request using OFS is
+ FA _(m+ p).

(7)

Table 7 includes expressions for the total scheduling time of the two requests. The
relationship can be also be pictorially explained using Fig. 13.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We have modified and evaluated two previously proposed static scheduling
algorithms in a dynamic context and have proposed two new dynamic scheduling
algorithms for server-based multimedia scheduling. We have studied the performances and made comparisons using a detailed multimedia system simulator. The two
proposed algorithms outperformed the two previous counterparts in many aspects,
such as the deadline missing rate, response time, and scheduler load. Both algorithms are suitable in different environments. In general, because of its simplicity
and the faster response, SSS is the more suitable in an extremely high request rate
environment if relaxation in QoS requirements is acceptable. In the case of high
QoS user requirements, the OFS algorithm is a better choice.
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